Abstract. For fault-tolerant wireless ad-hoc networks, detection and notification of failure of intermediate wireless nodes are critical. Until now, various failure detection and notification methods for recovery such as timeout and watchdog have been proposed for stop failure and Byzantine failure restricted to different data message transmissions. In order to avoid desperate cases such that correctly working wireless intermediate nodes are inappropriately taken away from the wireless multihop transmission routes due to malicious failure notification, this paper proposes a novel cooperative watchdog method. Here, not only the previous-hop intermediate wireless nodes as in the conventional watchdog method but also another neighbor wireless node observe transmissions of both data messages and control messages such as failure notification to detect failure of an intermediate wireless node. This paper also proposes an ad-hoc routing protocol to determine both a sequence of intermediate wireless nodes and additional observing wireless nodes for the cooperative watchdog.
Introduction
In mobile wireless ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and wireless sensor networks, data messages are transmitted according to wireless multihop transmissions where each intermediate wireless nodes along the wireless multihop transmission route forwards them from the source wireless node to the destination one. Such wireless multihop networks consist of numbers of wireless nodes. Hence, it is impossible to operate such wireless multihop networks continuously without failure detection, notification and recovery mechanisms. That is, higher resilient wireless multihop networks are required. Until now, various techniques for fault-tolerant distributed systems such as distributed failure detection, notification and recovery algorithms and systems have been proposed [1] . For wireless multihop networks, only a naive watchdog method and its slight extensions have been proposed. Here, almost only the stop failure model in which failed wireless nodes become silent and never transmit any data and control messages is supported. Even though some methods support the Byzantine failure model, desirable behavior such as only erroneous data messages are transmitted is assumed. As discussed in this paper, erroneous and/or malicious data message transmissions deviated from the application protocols and erroneous and/or malicious failure detection and notification transmissions are required to be supported. This paper proposes a novel cooperative watchdog method and designs a data message transmission protocol with an extension of the Byzantine failure detection and notification and a routing protocol for detection of watchdoggable wireless multihop transmission routes based on flooding based ad-hoc routing protocols such as AODV [3] .
Related Works
Suppose a wireless multihop transmission route The following Table 1 Table 1 and transmits a composite failure notification control message to N i−3 , which is transmitted to N s along R for re-routing for the removal of the failed wireless node. 
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the effect on the route detection ratio by the restriction on the wireless communication links in the proposed method in simulation experiments. Additionally 1,000-20,000 wireless nodes are randomly distributed in the 600m×600m simulation area whose wireless transmission ranges are 10m. Figure 5 shows the simulation results. The x-axis represents the numbers of wireless nodes, yaxis represents the distance from the source wireless node to the destination one, and z-axis represents the successful route detection ratio. For comparison, the route detection ratio in AODV is also evaluated. In both method, the route detection ratio monotonically increases according to the number of wireless nodes and is almost independent of the distance from the source wireless node to the destination one. In highly dense and sparse distribution of wireless nodes environment, the route detection ratio is almost constant. In the middle range, the route detection ratio steeply changed. In AODV, the threshold of high route detection ratio is 8,000 and the threshold of low route detection ratio is 6,000. On the other hand, in the proposed method, the threshold of high route detection ratio is 11,000 and the threshold of low route detection is 6,000. Thus, in the range 8,000-11,000, the proposed method reduces the route detection ratio, which is almost only the disadvantage of the proposed method. The detection, notification and recovery of the Byzantine failed wireless nodes are critical technique for achieving the fault-tolerant wireless multihop networks and the merits of the proposed method surpass the disadvantage for reliable wireless multihop transmission requirements. 
Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a novel communication protocols, i.e., for wireless transmission route detection and for data message transmissions in wireless multihop networks with failure detection, notification and recovery.
The proposed method supports the Byzantine failure where failed wireless nodes does not become silent and continues to communicate with the others out of their application protocols, i.e., erroneous and malicious data messages are transmitted independently of the application protocols.
